Introduction {#S1}
============

Two essential aspects of behavior are learning to perform actions that lead to reward, and generating those actions. The neuromodulator DA is implicated in both processes^[@R1]--[@R4]^, but how DA supports these related but distinct functions remains the subject of debate. Historically, dopamine was thought to be involved primarily in generating actions, due to its role in movement disorders in humans (e.g. Parkinson\'s disease) and the dramatic motor phenotypes following DA perturbations in animals^[@R3],[@R5],[@R6]^. However, seminal work demonstrated that rather than encoding actions, phasic activity in putative DA neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) encodes a reward prediction error, or reinforcement signal^[@R7],[@R8]^, which in theory could be used to learn which stimuli or actions are likely to lead to reward^[@R2]^. Consistent with this idea, phasic activation of DA neurons is sufficient to support learning^[@R9],[@R10]^. Thus, the idea emerged that phasic DA activity may only have an indirect effect on movement, either by driving learning, or by other mechanisms, such as altering motivational state^[@R11],[@R12]^ or by affecting the balance between activity in the output pathways of the striatum^[@R13],[@R14]^.

However, most of our understanding of what DA neurons do and do not encode has emerged from recordings from putative DA neurons without knowledge of the striatal subregion targeted by the neurons. Notably, different DA neurons in the VTA/SNc receive different inputs, and project in a topographic manner to different striatal subregions^[@R15]--[@R19]^. These striatal subregions themselves have specialized anatomical and functional organization, with dorsal regions, such as the dorsomedial striatum (DMS), implicated in evaluating and generating actions^[@R20]--[@R22]^, and ventral regions, such as the nucleus accumbens (NAc), implicated in processing reward^[@R23],[@R24]^.

Indeed, these considerations lead to the intriguing hypothesis that DA projections to striatal subregions could support the specialized function of the target area. For example, subpopulations of DA neuron might contribute to movement not merely as an indirect consequence of learning or motivation, but instead they could directly encode actions. To test the idea that subpopulations of DA neurons that project to specific striatal regions encode specialized information, we sought to compare the representation of rewards and actions in DA axon terminals in the DMS and the NAc as mice performed an instrumental reversal learning task. Toward this end, we combined recent advances in measuring neural activity using calcium indicators in axons terminals of genetically specified neurons deep in the brain^[@R25],[@R26]^, along with other complementary approaches, including a statistical model that allowed isolation of the calcium responses to individual behavioral events, optogenetic perturbations, and fast scan cyclic voltammetry.

Results {#S2}
=======

Task and behavior {#S3}
-----------------

Mice were trained to perform an instrumental reversal learning task (task schematic, [Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The start of each trial was signified by the illumination of a central noseport. After the mice entered the noseport ("nose poke"), two levers were presented ("lever presentation"). One lever corresponded to a high probability of reward (70%) while the other lever corresponded to a low probability (10%); which lever (right or left) corresponded to the high versus low probability of reward was reversed in a probabilistic manner after at least 10 rewarded trials. Lever presses which resulted in a reward were followed by one auditory stimulus (positive conditioned stimulus, or CS+) and lever presses which were not associated with reward were followed by a different auditory stimulus (CS−). A temporal jitter between 0 and 1s was introduced between the nose poke and the lever presentation, as well as the lever press and the CS, to enable separation of the neural responses of temporally neighboring behavioral events.

Mice continually learned which lever to press based on recent experience, as they were more likely to press the lever with the higher probability of reward, and their choices closely followed the reversal of the lever probabilities ([Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). To quantify how mice were using previous trial outcomes to inform their choice, we used a logistic regression model to predict the animal\'s choice (right or left lever) based on previous trial choices and outcomes^[@R20],[@R27],[@R28]^. In this model, a positive regression coefficient indicates that an animal was more likely to return to a previously chosen lever, while a negative regression coefficient indicates that an animal was more likely to switch to the other lever. The model revealed that previously rewarded choices increase the likelihood of returning to the same lever in comparison to unrewarded choices ([Fig. 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The effects of previous trials decayed roughly exponentially with increasing number of trials back ([Fig. 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This pattern is consistent with error-driven learning models, in which reward (relative to lack of reward) drives learning about an actions\' values and ultimately choices^[@R28]^. The model provided a good fit to each mouse\'s behavior, indicating that mice indeed learned from recent experience to guide their choice of action (example model fit in [Fig. 1d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; *R^2^* ranged from 0.29 to 0.49 with a median of 0.40, *n*=16 mice).

Timed inhibition of dopamine neurons disrupts learning {#S4}
------------------------------------------------------

To determine if and how DA neuron activity affected the animal\'s choice on future trials, we transiently inhibited DA neurons in the VTA/SNc on a subset of trials as mice performed this task (example behavior in [Supplementary Fig. 1a](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). TH∷IRES-Cre mice received injections in the VTA of an AAV expressing either Cre-dependent NpHR-YFP or YFP-only (control virus), as well as bilateral optical fiber implants above each VTA ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). To confirm the efficacy of NpHR-mediated inhibition in TH+ neurons, in a separate group of mice, we performed whole cell recordings in brain slices and observed large photocurrents (689+/−16 pA) and effective elimination of current-evoked spiking ([Supplementary Fig. 1b,d](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After mice were trained on the behavioral task ([Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), DA neurons were inhibited bilaterally on a randomly selected 10% of trials throughout the duration of a trial (from the initial nose poke until either the CS− or the end of reward consumption). We quantitatively described the effect of DA inhibition on behavior by incorporating the optical inhibition into the logistic regression model of choice introduced in [Fig. 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. This model revealed a significant interaction between the animals\' choice and the optical inhibition of DA neurons, as optical inhibition on previous trials decreased the probability of returning to the previously chosen lever in comparison to previous trials without inhibition ([Fig. 2d](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, left panel, *n*=8 NpHR-YFP mice). The effect of optical inhibition was similar whether the previous trial was rewarded or unrewarded ([Fig. 2d](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This effect was greatest in the case of inhibition on the previous trial, and declined with the number of trials separating the inhibition and the choice, suggesting the effect (like that of rewards) was mediated by error-driven learning. In contrast, light had no discernible effect on behavior in YFP-control littermates ([Fig. 2d](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, right panel, *n*=8 YFP-only mice; Choice X Light X Opsin was statistically significant in the case of both rewarded and unrewarded choices one trial back; *p*=0.0043 for rewarded choice and *p*=0.0134 for unrewarded choices; *p*-values from a mixed-effect logistic regression that predicted choice based on previous rewarded and unrewarded choice, light and opsin, and all interactions thereof). Given recent reports of Cre expression in neurons that do not express TH near the VTA of TH:IRES-Cre mice^[@R29]^, we replicated the same experiment in DAT∷Cre mice and observed comparable effects of DA neuron inhibition on behavior ([Supplementary Fig. 1e,f](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Together, these results indicate that activity in DA neurons plays a role in determining an animal\'s choice on future trials in this task, and is consistent with dopamine neuron inhibition functioning as a negative reward prediction error.

We also compared the latency to initiate the next trial after stimulation versus control trials, and found no significant differences (average latency was 9.89+/−0.17s after stimulation versus 9.93+/−0.13s after control trials). This indicates that our manipulation is relatively specific for choice. In order to determine if there is a time window within the trial that contributes preferentially to the effect of inhibition on choice, we inhibited DA neurons either from trial initiation to lever press, or else from lever press until 2s after reward consumption. Neither of these \`subtrial\' inhibitions had an observable effect on choice ([Supplementary Fig. 1g](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Recordings and analysis of calcium signals from VTA/SN∷NAc and VTA/SN∷DMS terminals {#S5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After confirming that DA neuron activity in the VTA/SNc affected task performance, we employed a genetically encoded calcium indicator to measure and compare neural activity in the terminals of DA neurons originating in the VTA/SNc and projecting to either the dorsomedial striatum ("VTA/SN∷DMS") or the nucleus accumbens core ("VTA/SN∷NAc") during the reversal learning task. Retrograde tracer injections in the two striatal regions demonstrated that both regions received inputs from the lateral portion of the VTA and medial portion of the SNc. Despite the fact that these two striatal regions received inputs from a partially overlapping part of the VTA/SNc, quantification of the labeling profile of the retrograde tracers revealed that the subpopulation of TH+ neurons projecting to each region was largely non-overlapping (only 8 ± 4% of TH+ neurons that projected to either area projected to both areas, *n*=487 neurons from *n*=6 mice; [Supplementary Fig. 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In order to record from the terminals of these DA neuron subpopulations, a Cre-dependent AAV virus expressing the genetically encoded calcium indicator, gCaMP6f, was injected in the VTA of TH∷IRES-Cre mice, and optical fibers were implanted above the DMS and NAc ([Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; each mouse had one recording site in DMS and one in NAc). We first confirmed colocalization of gCaMP6f and TH+ in VTA/SN∷NAc and VTA/SN∷DMS neurons by quantifying overlap in VTA/SNc between a retrograde tracer injected into NAc or DMS, TH expression, and Cre-mediated gCaMP6f expression (example image in [Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This revealed a high degree of specificity between gCaMP6f and TH expression in VTA/SN∷NAc and VTA/SN∷DMS neurons (99 +/− 0.5% of VTA/SN∷NAc and 95 +/− 2% of VTA/SN∷DMS neurons that expressed gCaMP6f also expressed TH) as well as penetrance of gCaMP6f expression in TH+ neurons (90 +/− 2% of NAc-projecting TH+ cells and 88 +/− 3% of DMS-projecting TH+ cells expressed gCaMP6f; *n*=229 VTA/SN∷NAc neurons and *n*=211 VTA/SN∷DMS neurons; *n*=2 mice).

Fluctuations in fluorescence in the VTA/SN∷NAc and VTA/SN∷DMS terminals in the striatum were measured through fiber photometry^[@R26],[@R30]^ ([Fig. 3c,d](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In VTA/SN∷NAc and VTA/SN∷DMS terminals expressing gCaMP6f, but not terminals expressing GFP (control virus), there were large fluctuations in the fluorescence signal, reflecting underlying fluctuations in neural activity ([Fig. 3d](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, peak dF/F of 0.60 +/− 0.17 for VTA/SN∷NAc gCaMP6f terminals, *n*=11 sites; peak dF/F of 0.40 +/− 0.05 for VTA/SN∷NAc gCaMP6f terminals, *n*=11 sites; and peak dF/F of 0.06+/−0.001 for GFP terminals, *n*=4 sites for DMS and NAc).

To aid in quantitatively interpreting these recordings of calcium dynamics in DA terminals, we compared the dynamics of the gCaMP6f terminal signal with the dopamine concentration (\[DA\]) in the same striatal location. This was achieved by affixing an optical fiber for measuring DA terminal calcium dynamics (gCaMP6f fluorescence) to a voltammetry electrode for measuring extracellular \[DA\] (in anesthetized mice), and measuring both signals simultaneously while stimulating DA fibers of passage in the medial forebrain bundle (MFB; experimental schematic in [Fig. 3e](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Comparison of calcium dynamics and \[DA\] at an example recording site revealed faster dynamics of gCaMP6f fluorescence relative to \[DA\] ([Fig. 3g](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; stimulation of 12 pulses at 60 Hz). Similarly, across the population of recording sites, there was a significantly shorter latency to the peak gCaMP6f response compared to \[DA\] for both the DMS and NAc recording sites ([Fig. 3h](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *n*=5 and 4 recording sites for DMS and NAc, respectively; 2-way repeated measures ANOVA, significant effect of recording method, F(1,6=16.36), *p*=0.0067, no effect of recording area nor area X method interaction). In addition, the width of the response at half the peak value was significantly shorter in the gCaMP6f recording relative to the \[DA\] ([Fig. 3i](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; 2-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect of recording method, F(1,6) = 114.2, *p*=3.96e--5, but no effect of recording area nor area X method interaction).

Finally, to assess how the magnitude of the gCaMP6f signal and the \[DA\] related to the strength of activity in DA neurons, we varied the number of pulses of the MFB phasic electrical stimulation. A comparison of the peak response of the two measurements across the population of recording sites revealed a monotonically increasing relationship between gCaMP6f and \[DA\] with increasing pulse number, a relationship that was remarkably similar for DMS and NAc recording sites ([Fig. 3j](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). At high pulse numbers, the gCaMP6f response began to saturate relative to \[DA\], suggesting a saturation in either \[Ca++\] in the terminals or saturation in the sensor itself ([Fig. 3j](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *n* = 4 and 5 recording sites per condition in NAc and DMS, respectively; peak is normalized relative to largest response for each recording site). Given that a burst of phasic dopamine is typically 2--8 spikes^[@R8],[@R31]^, the data suggests a relatively linear relationship between gCaMP6f and \[DA\] in the relevant dynamic range ([Fig. 3j](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Reward and prediction error encoding in striatal DA terminals {#S6}
-------------------------------------------------------------

In order to isolate the neural response associated with individual behavioral events (nose poke, lever presentation, lever press, CS+, CS−, reward consumption) while avoiding contamination of neighboring events, we fit a linear regression model in which the measured gCaMP6f trace was modeled as the sum of the convolution of each behavioral event with a response kernel that corresponded to that event (schematic in [Fig. 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, details in Methods). The coefficients of the kernels were chosen to minimize the difference between the modeled and the actual gCaMP6f signal. The kernels for a particular behavioral event can be interpreted as the isolated gCaMP6f response to this event without contamination of other nearby events, under the assumption of linearity in the responses to each event. This statistical disambiguation of the responses to neighboring events was possible due to the temporal jitter that we had introduced between events in the task, as well as by the variability in each mouse\'s behavioral latencies.

We first examined the encoding of reward predicting stimuli and reward consumption in VTA/SN∷NAc and VTA/SN∷DMS terminals (recording locations in [Fig. 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Aligning the Z-scored gCaMP6f response for all trials of all mice to the CS+ or the CS− revealed a positive response to the CS+ and a negative response to the CS− in both the VTA/SN∷DMS and VTA/SN∷NAc terminals ([Fig. 4c](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, left and middle columns) as previously reported in DA neuron cell body recordings, and associated with the anticipatory component of reward prediction error^[@R8]^.

The average CS+ response for VTA/SN∷NAc terminals was larger than for VTA/SN∷DMS terminals, which was evident in the single trial heatmaps and the average time-locked response ([Fig. 4c,d](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, left columns; time-locked VTA/SN∷NAc responses 360% higher than VTA/SN∷DMS; all individual recording sites plotted in [Supplementary Fig. 3a](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, left panel). This was further quantified by comparing the VTA/SN∷NAc and VTA/SN∷DMS CS+ kernels derived from the linear model of the gCaMP6f signal ([Fig. 4e](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; individual traces in [Supplementary Fig. 3b](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, left panel). The VTA/SN∷NAc and VTA/SN∷DMS kernels were statistically different from 0.7--2.0s post-CS+ onset ([Fig. 4e](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, left panel; 290% larger peak kernel in VTA/SN∷NAc than VTA/SN∷DMS; shaded region defined as *p*\<0.01 for two-tailed t-test comparing kernels in 0.1s time bins; *n*=11 recording sites for both VTA/SN∷DMS and VTA/SN∷NAc).

Similarly, the negative response to the CS− was more pronounced in the single trial heatmaps and time-locked average response for VTA/SN∷NAc relative to VTA/SN∷DMS terminals ([Fig. 4c,d](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, middle column; time-locked VTA/SN∷NAc response 78% more negative on average compared with VTA/SN∷DMS; all individual traces plotted in [Supplementary Fig. 3a](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, middle panel). A statistical comparison between the two populations revealed a statistically significant difference in the kernel from 0.6-1.1s post-CS− onset across the two areas ([Fig. 4e](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, middle panel; minimum kernel is 85% more negative on average in VTA/SN∷NAc than VTA/SN∷DMS; significance defined as *p*\<0.01 for two-tailed t-test comparing 0.1s time bins; *n*=11 recordings sites for both VTA/SN∷DMS VTA/SN∷NAc).

In addition, the response to reward consumption was also stronger in the VTA/SN∷NAc terminals relative to the VTA/SN∷DMS terminals. This was evident in the single trial heat maps as well as the time-locked average response ([Fig. 4c,d](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, right panel; VTA/SN∷NAc response 390% larger). In fact, the VTA/SN∷NAc terminals displayed a positive response before and throughout the consumption of reward whereas the VTA/SN∷DMS terminals showed very little consumption responses ([Fig. 4e](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, right panel; 400% larger peak kernel in VTA/SN∷NAc than VTA/SN∷DMS). Indeed, statistically comparing the magnitude of reward consumption kernels revealed a significant difference between 0.3 and 1.6s post consumption ([Fig. 4e](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; significance defined as *p*\<0.01, two-tailed t-test comparing 0.1s time bins, *n*=11 recordings sites for both VTA/SN∷DMS and VTA/SN∷NAc). A residual response to fully predicted rewards has previously been reported from electrophysiological recordings of putative DA neurons in rodents^[@R32]--[@R34]^.

A well characterized feature of the electrophysiological recordings of activity in DA neurons in the VTA/SNc is the encoding of a reward prediction error to outcomes, which is thought to serve as a reinforcement signal^[@R2],[@R35],[@R36]^. Specifically, the strength of the response to a reward is modulated by reward history such that an unexpected reward leads to a stronger response than expected rewards. To determine if reward prediction error was a feature of VTA/SN∷NAc and VTA/SN∷DMS terminals during this task, we adapted the analysis from Bayer and Glimcher^[@R35]^, and created a multiple linear regression model in which the presence or absence of reward on the current and previous trials was used to predict the gCaMP6f response to the conditioned stimulus (CS+ or CS−) on the current trial (response time window of 0.2-1.0s after CS onset, chosen based on the time course of the CS+ and CS− kernels ([Fig. 4e](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). A reward prediction error would involve a positive modulation of the response by the current trial\'s reward, together with a negative modulation by the rewards on previous trials. (This is because the prediction error takes the form of obtained minus predicted rewards, and reward predictions are expected to arise from a recency-weighted average over rewards obtained on previous trials, as also suggested by behavior, [Fig. 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) This is indeed what we saw, both in VTA/SN∷NAc and VTA/SN∷DMS terminals ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), as response to the CS+ was indeed positively modulated by reward on that trial, but negatively modulated by reward on previous trials ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, p=1.84e--8, t(10)=4.11 and p=0.0034, t(10)=−3.89 for current and one-trial back, respectively, for VTA/SN∷NAc; p=0.0017, t(10)=16.04 and p=0.0025, t(10)=−3.81 for current and one-trial back modulation, respectively, for VTA/SN∷DMS; two-tailed t-test).

Choice encoding in striatal DA terminals {#S7}
----------------------------------------

We next examined how VTA/SN∷NAc or VTA/SN∷DMS neurons terminal activity was modulated by the mouse\'s choice of action. In the VTA/SN∷NAc recordings, Z-scored gCaMP6f recordings aligned to both the nose poke and lever presentation revealed no consistent response preference across the population on trials with an ipsilateral or contralateral lever choice, as expected for dopamine neurons ([Fig. 6a,b](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; ipsilateral and contralateral are defined relative to the side of the recording). Similarly, a quantitative comparison of the VTA/SN∷NAc response kernels calculated for upcoming ipsilateral and contralateral choices showed no significant difference between responses of ipsilateral vs contralateral choice trials for either nose poke or lever presentation ([Fig. 6c](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; paired t-test, 0.1s time bins, *p*\>0.01, *n*=11 recording sites).

In contrast, for the VTA/SN∷DMS recordings, the Z-scored gCaMP6f response of trials time-locked with the nose poke and lever presentation showed a qualitatively larger response when the lever chosen was contralateral (rather than ipsilateral) to the recording location ([Fig. 6d,e](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; 1200% larger for the nose poke response preceding contralateral vs ipsilateral choices, 144% for lever presentation). Indeed, a quantitative comparison of the response kernels associated with the nose poke and lever presentation preceding contralateral versus ipsilateral choices showed a significantly larger response on contralateral trials between 0.4-0.9s for the nose poke kernel and 0.3-0.5s for the lever presentation kernel ([Fig. 6f](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; 150% larger for contralateral vs ipsilateral nose poke kernel, 57% for lever presentation; significance defined as *p*\<0.01 for two-tailed t-test comparing 0.1s time bins; *n*=11 recordings sites for both VTA/SN∷DMS and VTA/SN∷NAc; individual traces shown in [Supplementary Fig 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, a direct comparison of the extent of contralateral response preference between VTA/SN∷DMS versus VTA/SN∷NAc terminals revealed a significant difference (unpaired two tailed t-test; maximum difference in ipsilateral vs contralateral responses between VTA/SN∷DMS and VTA/SN∷NAc sites; *p*=0.01, t(10)=2.406 for nose poke response, p=0.024, t(10)=1.08 for lever presentation responses)

To control for the possibility that this stronger response for contralateral choices could be related to a movement artifact rather than a true measure of neural activity, we examined the difference in ipsilateral and contralateral encoding in mice that expressed a calcium-insensitive GFP rather than gCaMP6f in DA neurons. Unlike animals expressing gCaMP6f, the nose poke and lever presentation kernels obtained from striatal terminals of the GFP control mice did not show significant modulation ([Supplementary Fig. 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, *n*=4 recordings sites).

Given the task structure, an animal\'s choice on one trial is correlated with its choice on the previous trial. To determine if neural responses were better explained by current trial versus previous trial choice, we created a new variant of the regression model which contained interactions between the behavioral event kernels and both current and previous choice. The animal\'s current choice had a much larger influence on predicting VTA/SN∷DMS gCaMP6f signal than previous choice, indicating that the choice selective activity was reflective of current, and not past, choices ([Supplementary Fig. 6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Choice encoding in VTA/SN∷DMS cell bodies {#S8}
-----------------------------------------

The preferential response to contralateral choices in VTA/SN∷DMS terminals may be generated by axo-axonal interactions within the striatum, or it may already be present in the VTA/SN∷DMS cell bodies. To distinguish between these two possibilities, we recorded from VTA/SN∷DMS cell bodies in TH∷IRES-Cre mice, selectively targeted by injecting Cre-dependent gCaMP6f virus in the DMS ([Fig. 7a,b,c](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to the findings in VTA/SN∷DMS terminals ([Fig. 6d,e,f](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), VTA/SN∷DMS cell bodies showed qualitatively larger gCaMP6f responses on contralateral trials to both the nose poke and lever presentation ([Fig. 7d,e](#F7){ref-type="fig"}; average Z-scored gCaMP6f response 900% larger on contralateral trials for nose poke and 64% larger for lever presentation; averages across recording sites; n=7; individual difference traces shown in [Supplementary Fig. 7a](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Similarly, the regression kernels for the nose poke and lever presentation were significantly larger for contralateral relative to ipsilateral trials ([Fig. 7f](#F7){ref-type="fig"}; 490% larger for the nose poke kernel preceding contralateral vs ipsilateral choices, 42% for lever presentation; significance defined as *p*\<0.01 for two-tailed t-test comparing 0.1s time bins; *n*=7, individual traces show in in [Supplementary Fig. 7b](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results demonstrate that the choice encoding seen in DAergic terminals in the DMS is also present in the cell bodies of these projecting neurons.

Discussion {#S9}
==========

Here, we recorded neural activity from striatal terminal regions of midbrain DA neurons. We found striking differences in the encoding of reward and choice in VTA/SN∷NAc and VTA/SN∷DMS DA terminals, with VTA/SN∷NAc terminals preferentially responding to reward and VTA/SN∷DMS terminals preferentially responding to contralateral (versus ipsilateral) choice. We also found an important commonality in the encoding of the task in the two populations, as both populations represented a reward prediction error, or reinforcement signal.

Transient dopamine neuron inhibition affects future choice {#S10}
----------------------------------------------------------

Our instrumental reversal learning task enabled mice to continually learn which lever to press based on trial and error. The large number of learning trials afforded the statistical power to quantitatively model the effect of transient dopamine neuron inhibition on choice, as well as to determine how neural activity related to reward, choice, and prediction error. Before examining neural correlates of the task in DA subpopulations, we first confirmed that task performance depended on DA activity by performing optogenetic inhibition of activity throughout a trial on a randomly selected subset of trials ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, future choice was affected in a manner consistent with dopamine neuron inhibition functioning as a negative reward prediction error. Our quantitative modeling of behavior revealed a preserved differential effect of rewarded and unrewarded choices on future choice after dopamine neuron inhibition, but a shifted baseline, in that the mice had a tendency to avoid previous choices associated with dopamine neuron inhibition. Note that this effect appeared to be specific to choice, as there was no change in latency to initiate the next trial after dopamine neuron inhibition. This specificity may be due to the fact that choice is easier to perturb than initiation latency in our task, given that mice are trained to adjust their choices perpetually based on reward feedback. We did not observe an effect of inhibiting dopamine neurons for only a subset of time within a trial (inhibiting either before or after the lever press; [Supplementary Fig. 1g](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This negative result may be caused by rebound excitation after dopamine transient neuron inhibition canceled the effect of inhibition. Alternatively, it may be that inhibition for only a subset of a trial is not a strong enough manipulation to perturb behavior, especially in light of the likely incomplete optogenetic inhibition throughout the VTA/SNc occurring in highly scattering brain tissue.

Preferential responses to reward in VTA/SN∷NAc terminals {#S11}
--------------------------------------------------------

A striking result in this study is the greater strength of responses to reward-predictive cues and reward consumption in VTA/SN∷NAc terminals relative to VTA/SN∷DMS terminals ([Fig. 4c,d,e](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In both areas, the stimulus that predicted reward (CS+) lead to an increase in the calcium signal, and the stimulus that predicted absence of reward (CS−) lead to a decrease in the calcium signal. The magnitude of the response to both stimuli was much larger in the VTA/SN∷NAc terminals. In addition, a positive reward consumption response was evident in the VTA/SN∷NAc terminals, while if anything the VTA/SN∷DMS terminals exhibited a depression during reward consumption. These results support the notion that the VTA/SN∷NAc terminals are more involved in reward processing than are VTA/SN∷DMS terminals.

Similarly, reward prediction errors were evident in both populations, and consistent with the finding that there was more reward-related responses in VTA/SN∷NAc, the magnitude was larger in that population ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Reward prediction error was quantified based on a multiple linear regression model in which the response to the reward predicting cue (CS+ or CS−) on the current trial was predicted based on the reward outcome of current and previous trials^[@R35]^ ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In this analysis, the signature of a reward prediction error is a positive coefficient in the regression model for the current trial outcome along with negative coefficients for the previous trial outcomes, with more recent previous trials weighted more heavily. This represents a reward prediction error in that reward on previous trials decreases the strength of the response to reward on the current trial. In particular, if reward predictions are learned via the Rescorla-Wagner rule, then the regression coefficients for earlier trials\' outcomes should decline exponentially^[@R27],[@R35]^. The multiple linear regression model revealed a profile consistent with these expectations in both VTA/SN∷NAc and VTA/SN∷DMS terminal recordings ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, these data support the view that both DAergic projections encode a reward prediction error, or reinforcement signal, and are consistent with recent evidence that DA terminals in both dorsal and ventral striatum are sufficient to drive learning^[@R37]^.

Preferential contralateral responses in VTA/SN∷DMS terminals {#S12}
------------------------------------------------------------

Perhaps the most novel aspect of this dataset is the discovery that contralateral choices drive consistently stronger responses than ipsilateral choices in VTA/SN∷DMS cell bodies and terminals ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"},[7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). In other words, neural activity is greater preceding a contralateral versus an ipsilateral movement (lever press), supporting a role for this projection not only in learning and motivation, but also in generating or expressing the movement that the mouse has chosen. There was significantly more contralateral response preference in the VTA/SN∷DMS relative to the VTA/SN∷NAc terminals, although there appeared to be individual VTA/SN∷NAc recording sites that preferentially encode one choice or the other ([Supplementary Fig. 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To our knowledge, preferential responses for contralateral choices have not been previously reported in DA neurons. This could be due to the fact that previous recordings have not isolated responses in VTA/SN∷DMS neurons. In fact, electrophysiology experiments have often identified DA neurons in part based on a response to unexpected reward, which may have biased against recording from these neurons, given the relatively weak responses to reward in this subpopulation ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Despite the fact that contralateral response preference has not been previously reported in DA neurons, the finding is consistent with the extensive literature demonstrating lateralized motor deficits as a result of unilateral manipulation of DA neurons^[@R6]^.

Given that the dorsal striatum is involved in action selection and generation, the finding of contralateral choice preference of the VTA/SN∷DMS terminal responses suggests that DA neurons that project to that region are specialized to support its function. One possibility is that DA does not only affect movement indirectly through an effect on learning or motivation, but is involved directly in signaling movement choice and even controlling movement execution (e.g. via effects on medium spiny neurons in the contralateral striatum). Alternatively, it may be that contralateral choice selectivity arises as part of some specialized prediction error signal appropriate to the dorsal striatum. For instance, while the standard prediction error is scalar and unitary, more sophisticated computational models have sometimes invoked vector-valued prediction errors with separate components specific to different actions, effectors, or situations^[@R38]--[@R40]^.

Prior evidence of spatial heterogeneity in striatal dopamine {#S13}
------------------------------------------------------------

Previous electrophysiology recordings of putative midbrain DA neurons in monkeys have related neural responses to the location of the recording electrode. Given the topography between the VTA/SNc and the dorsal/ventral striatum, the medial/lateral axis of the VTA/SNc should roughly distinguish between DA neurons projection to ventral versus dorsal striatum. Using this approach, one study reported more reward encoding in putative DA neurons in the VTA compared to SNc^[@R41]^, while other studies have reported a more homogeneous distribution^[@R8],[@R42],[@R43]^. This lack of consensus may arise from the challenge of determining the precise anatomical location of the recording electrode, coupled with the imperfect topography in the VTA/SNc projection to the striatum.

In addition, neurochemical approaches have been employed to measure \[DA\] in specific subregions of the striatum during behavior^[@R36],[@R44]--[@R46]^. Although most voltammetry studies have focused on the NAc^[@R36],[@R46]--[@R48]^, there have also been recordings in the dorsal striatum, and the results are consistent with our finding that reward responses are stronger in the ventral than in the dorsal striatum. For example, reward-related \[DA\] transients appear after more extensive behavioral training in the dorsal striatum relative to the ventral striatum^[@R49],[@R50]^. Similarly, ramping patterns of \[DA\] as a rat approaches a reward location are more prominent in the ventromedial compared to the dorsolateral striatum^[@R45]^. Our result that there is differential encoding of reward and choice in the two terminal regions both confirms and extends these results. In particular, the presence of features that are encoded more prominently in VTA/SN∷DMS terminals (contralateral choice preference) suggests that the observation of weaker reward encoding in VTA/SN∷DMS terminals is not related to technical difficulties in obtaining DA signals in the more dorsal striatal regions, and is indeed a fundamental organizational feature of striatal DA.

Conclusions {#S14}
-----------

In summary, given that the NAc is thought to be preferentially involved in reward processing while the DMS is thought to be preferentially involved in action selection and generation, the relatively strong reward-related responses in VTA/SN∷NAc terminals and the presence of contralateral choice selectivity in VTA/SN∷DMS terminals suggests that the DA innervation of striatal subregions is specialized to contribute the specific function of the target region. The concept that the DA innervation of these striatal subregions contributes to their specialized function is novel, and compliments the major current view of striatal DA as encoding a reward prediction error signal to support learning.
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![Mice continually learn which choice to make based on recent experience\
(**a**) A trial starts with the illumination of a central noseport ("Trial Start"). As a consequence of entering the central nose port ("Nose poke"), the mouse is presented with two levers ("Levers"). Pressing one lever results in reward with high probability (70%; "High prob") and the other lever results in reward with low probability (10%; "Low prob"). The identity of the high reward lever reverses on a pseudorandom schedule. (**b**) The average probability of pressing the high or low probability lever relative to the trial in which the identity of the high probability lever is switched. (**c**) Regression coefficients from a logistic regression model to predict each mouse\'s choice on a given trial based on previous trial choice and outcome. Two sets of predictors were used: "rewarded choice" on previous trials (red line), which identifies a choice as a rewarded right lever choice (+1), rewarded left lever choice (−1), or unrewarded (0), and "unrewarded choice" on previous trials (blue line), which identifies a choice as unrewarded right lever choice (+1), unrewarded left lever choice (−1), or rewarded (0). Each predictor was included in the model, with a shift of 1--5 trials preceding the choice being predicted (x-axis represents trials between predicted choice and previous choice/outcome that was used to predict it). Together, these predictors unambiguously identify the previous choices and outcome combinations for the 5 trials preceding any choice. Positive regression coefficients for the two predictors correspond to greater likelihood to returning to a lever choice that resulted in reward, or no reward, respectively. (**d**) Example of one mouse\'s behavior for 200 trials. Black bar signifies the identity of the high probability lever. The solid orange trace is the mouse\'s choice on each trial, and the grey trace is the choice predicted by the behavioral model. **b, c** Error bars represent SEM across animals (*n*=8).](nihms-769081-f0001){#F1}

![Inhibiting DA neurons in the VTA/SNc alters an animal\'s choice on future trials\
(**a**) Surgical schematic. The optical fiber implant (grey rectangle) and injection site (black needle) in the VTA/SNc (green) are shown. (**b**) Coronal section with optical fiber tip locations for mice injected with AAV5 DIO-EF1a-eNpHR3.0-YFP (black points) or DIO-EF1a-YFP (grey points). (**c**) Confocal images of the VTA. Expression of NpHR-YFP (left panel), anti-*tyrosine hydroxlase* (TH) staining (middle panel) and an overlay of the two images (right panel) demonstrate co-localization. Scale bar: 100 um. Representative image from one animal; similar results were seen across 16 animals (**d**) Coefficients from a logistic regression model demonstrating the influence of VTA/SNc cell body inhibition on lever choice in subsequent trials in NpHR-YFP and YFP-control mice. A negative coefficient indicates a reduction in the return probability to the lever chosen on the previous trial. Conversely, a positive coefficient indicates that the animal is more likely to return to the previously chosen lever. Rewarded choices with stimulation decreased the probability of returning to the chosen lever in comparison to rewarded choices without stimulation in NpHR-YFP mice (left panel; *p* = 0.01, t(7)=3.39 for 1 trial back, *p*=0.04, t(7)=2.45 for 2 trials back; two-tailed t-test comparing coefficients of "rewarded choice" in blue with "rewarded choice+rewarded choice × stim" in purple). Likewise, unrewarded choice with stimulation significantly decreased the probability of returning to the chosen lever compared to unrewarded choice alone (left panel; *p*=0.01, t(7)=3.352 for 1 trial back, two-tailed t-test comparing "unrewarded choice" in red with "unrewarded choice+unrewarded choice × stim" in orange). In contrast, no effect of stimulation on future choice was observed in the YFP-control animals (right panel; *p*\>0.1, two-tailed t-tests). Error bars represent SEM across animals (n=8 for each panel).](nihms-769081-f0002){#F2}

![Calcium recordings in terminals of striatally-projecting DA neurons\
(**a**) Confocal image of gCaMP6f expression in VTA/SNc, along with *tyrosine hydroxylase* (TH) immunoreactivity and CTB labeling (retrograde tracer injected into the DMS). Scale bar: 50 um. Representative image from one animal; similar results obtained in 2 mice. (**b**) Surgical schematic for gCaMP6f terminal measurements; AAV5 FLEX-CAG-gCaMP6f viral injection in the VTA/SNc and optical fiber placement in the striatum. (**c**) gCaMP6f expression in DA axon terminals of the NAc (left panel) and DMS (right panel) subregions of the striatum (confocal images of sectioned tissue). Scale bar: 40 um. Representative image from one animal; similar results were seen in 11 animals (**d**) Example gCaMP6f dF/F fluctuations in awake, behaving mice in VTA/SN∷NAc terminals (top, orange trace) and VTA/SN∷DMS terminals (middle, blue trace). In contrast, control recordings taken from mice injected with a AAV5 FLEX-CAG-GFP (bottom, grey trace) show no modulation. Representative traces from three animals, similar traces seen in 11 animals for gCaMP6f recordings, 4 from GFP controls (**e**) Schematic of simultaneous gCaMP6f and voltammetry recordings. (**f**) Color representation of cyclic voltammetric data at one DMS site in response to electrical stimulation of the MFB (average of 5 trials; stimulation at 0s). The y-axis is applied voltage, the x-axis is time, and current measured at the carbon fiber electrode is plotted in false color. Inset: cyclic voltammagram at 0.5s following electrical stimulation is consistent with the chemical signature for DA. (**g**) Traces represent \[DA\] (black) and gCaMP6f (blue) over time for the data represented in B (average of 5 trials; stimulation at 0s). (**h**) Latency between stimulation onset and peak amplitude was longer for DA terminal gCaMP6f responses compared to \[DA\] transients in both DMS and NAc (2-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed significant effect of recording method, F(1,6)=16.36, p=0.006, and not recording site nor site X method interaction). (**i**) The width of the signal at half the maximum peak was significantly larger for \[DA\] than for gCaMP6f responses in VTA/SN∷DMS (grey and blue) and VTA/SN∷NAc (grey and orange) (2-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect of recording method, F(1,6) = 114.2, p\<4\*e-05, but no effect of recording area nor area X method interaction). (**j**) The relationship between peak gCaMP6f fluorescence and peak \[DA\] in NAc and DMS for 60Hz stimulation with increasing numbers of pulses (1, 6, 12, 24). In **h, i and j** data from 5 recording sites in the DMS and 4 sites from the NAc (across 3 mice). In **f, g, h & i**, electrical stimulation of MFB was 12 pulses of 60Hz stimulation. Error bars represent SEM in all panels.](nihms-769081-f0003){#F3}

![Response to reward consumption and to reward-predictive cues dominates in VTA/SN∷NAc relative to VTA/SN∷DMS terminals\
(**a**) Schematic of linear model used to predict gCaMP6f signal from task events. Each behavioral event is depicted as rectangular tick in the top row. Each kernel is timeshifted based on the time of the corresponding events (grey) and then summed to generate the modeled gCaMP6f trace (black trace), which correlates with the recorded gCaMP6f trace (bottom grey trace). (**b**) Coronal sections of the mouse brain showing location of optic fibers used for gCaMP6f terminal recordings. VTA/SN∷NAc and VTA/SN∷DMS recordings indicated by orange and blue, respectively. (**c**) Heatmaps represent Z-score of all single trial gCaMP6f recordings time locked to the CS+ (left), CS− (middle), or onset of reward consumption (right), for recordings in VTA/SN∷NAc (top row) and VTA/SN∷DMS (bottom row) terminals. All recorded trials from all recording sites are represented, and the trials are sorted based on the time of lever press (for left and middle heatmaps), or the time of the CS+ (for the rightmost heatmap). (**d**) Average gCaMP6f Z-score across all recording sites time-locked to CS+ (left), CS− (middle) and Reward Consumption (right, n=11 recording sites taken from 11 animals in both VTA/SN∷NAc and VTA/SN∷DMS). Orange traces are from VTA/SN∷NAc recording sites; blue from VTA/SN∷DMS. (**e**) Average kernel across all recording sites corresponding to CS+ (left), CS− (middle), and Reward Consumption (right; *n*=11 recording sites in both VTA/SN∷NAc and VTA/SN∷DMS). Kernels are coefficients from a linear regression model where each behavioral event is convolved with a corresponding kernel and all convolved traces are summed to predict the measured gCaMP6f signal, as schematized in **b**. Two tailed t-test comparing VTA/SN∷NAc and VTA/SN∷DMS kernels in 0.1s bins reveals statistically significant difference between 0.7--2s post-CS+ onset for CS+ kernel (left), 0.6-1.1s post-CS− onset for CS− kernel, and 0.3--1.6s post-reward consumption onset for reward consumption kernel (*p*\<.01, significance represented by grey region). In **d, e** error bars represent SEM across sites.](nihms-769081-f0004){#F4}

![Evidence of reward prediction error encoding in both VTA/SN∷NAc and VTA/SN∷DMS terminals\
(**a**) The CS response in VTA/SN∷NAc terminal recordings (0.2-1.0s post CS onset, time range selected based on the CS+ and CS− kernels in [Figure 4e](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) is predicted with a multiple linear regression with the reward outcome of the current trial (labeled trial 0) and previous trial (labeled with negative numbers) used as predictors. The average regression coefficient across mice is plotted for current and previous trials. The positive coefficient for the current trial and negative coefficients for previous trials indicates the encoding of a reward prediction error. (**b**) Same as **a**, but for VTA/SN∷DMS terminal recordings. All error bars represent SEM across mice; *n*=11 recording sites from 11 animals in each panel; t-test, \* p\<0.01.](nihms-769081-f0005){#F5}

![Contralateral response preference in VTA/SN∷DMS terminals\
(**a**) Heatmaps represent Z-score of gCaMP6f recordings time-locked to the nose poke (left) or lever presentation (right), for VTA/SN∷NAc terminals. Heat maps shows all trials preceding either an ipsilateral lever press choice (top) or a contralateral lever press choice (bottom). (Ipsilateral and contralateral lever presses are defined relative to the recording site in the brain.) All recorded trials from all recording sites are represented (*n*=11 recording sites), and the trials are sorted based on the time of illumination of the trial start light in the noseport (for left two columns), or the time of the nosepoke (for right two columns). (**b**) Average Z-Scored gCaMP6f signal time-locked to the nose poke (left panel) and lever presentation (right panel) for ipsilateral (black) or contralateral (orange) trials in VTA/SN∷NAc recording sites (averages taken across mice, *n*=11). (**c**) Nose poke and lever presentation kernels are derived from the same gCaMP6f statistical model as described previously ([Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), but in this case the events preceding an ipsilateral lever choice versus a contralateral lever choice are considered separately. No significant difference in the ipsilateral and the contralateral kernels (p\>0.01 for all time bins, two-tailed t-test comparing ipsilateral vs contralateral VTA/SN∷NAc kernels in 100ms bins). (**d**) Same as **a** but for VTA/SN∷DMS terminal recordings (*n*=11 recording sites). (**e**) Same as **b** but for VTA/SN∷DMS recording sites (n=11). (**f**) Same as **c** but for VTA/SN∷DMS recording sites (*n*=11 recording sites). Two tailed t-test comparing ipsilateral and contralateral kernels in 0.1s bins revealed a significant difference between 0.4-0.9s for contralateral vs ipsilateral nose poke kernels (left) and 0.3-0.5s for contralateral vs ipsilateral lever presentation kernel (threshold of *p*\<0.01 for shading). (Error bars in **b, c**, **e, f** represent SEM across sites).](nihms-769081-f0006){#F6}

![Contralateral response preference in VTA/SN∷DMS cell bodies\
(**a**) Surgical schematic. Cre-dependent gCaMP6f was injected into terminals of the DMS (black needle) and expression in VTA/SN*∷DMS* cell bodies (green) was recorded through an optical fiber (grey rectangle). (**b**) Coronal sections of the mouse brain showing location of optical fiber recording locations (grey circles) (**c**) Confocal images of the VTA/SN. Expression of gCaMP6f (top panel), anti- *tyrosine hydroxlase* (TH) staining (middle panel) and an overlay of the two images (bottom panel) demonstrates retrograde travel following injection in the DMS. Scale bar: 200 um. Representative image from one animal; similar results were seen across 4 animals (**d**) Heatmaps represent Z-score of gCaMP6f recordings time-locked to the nose poke (left) or lever presentation (right), for VTA/SN∷DMS cell bodies. Heat maps shows all trials preceding either an ipsilateral lever press choice (top) or a contralateral lever press choice (bottom). All recorded trials from all recording sites are represented (*n*=7 recording sites), and the trials are sorted based on the time of illumination of the trial start light in the noseport (for left column), or the time of the nose poke (for right column). (**e**) Average gCaMP6f Z-score time-locked to the nose poke (left panel) and lever presentation (right panel) for ipsilateral or contralateral trials in VTA/SN∷DMS neurons (average across *n*=7 recording sites). (**f**) Nose poke (left) and lever presentation (right) kernels for ipsilateral and contralateral trials derived from the statistical model described in [Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. Significant difference between ipsilateral and contralateral kernels from 0.4-0.9s after time of nose poke and 0.4--0.6s after lever presentation (two-tailed t-test, 100ms bins, threshold of *p*\<0.01 for shading). (Error bars in **e, f** represent SEM across sites).](nihms-769081-f0007){#F7}
